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ABSTRACT
This document summarises the main concepts
and theories underpinning the Mecamind project. It is intended as an internal report within
the project, underpinning the later work on
gathering and classifying movement-based design methods and providing a base for outreach
activities in the Multiplayer Event context.
The report is based on a qualitative survey
within the project, asking its experts to supply
short descriptions of their main theory base
and how it has impacted their practical work.
The outcome is a brief overview of relevant
theories, providing some links between them.
The report also suggests a few different ways to
sort and classify key concepts from the theories,
according to their relevance in different application domains and different stages of design.
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Six European universities collaborate to make embodied design methods more accessible

Blumer’s ideas of sensitising concepts is used as the level of abstraction for sharing knowledge between
experts with a focus on theories that have been meaningful for the participating experts in practice.

Theories in our collection are as diverse as taking a phenomenological stance to knowledge production,
specific models of perception, and algorithmic approaches such as reinforcement learning.

At the highest level of abstraction, we find theories that consider what knowledge is, key values in life and
design, and the role of technology in life.

We believe what makes humans move can be explained through Ecological Psychology, Embodied and
Situated Cognition, Sensorimotor Body Perception, Proxemics, and Self Determination Theory.

We look at limits of attention and multitasking, stimulus-response compatibility, motor control as nested
feedback loops and the tradeoff between slow, conscious and automated fast control in skill acquisition

Movement-based Design Methods often capitalise on the cultural conditions of play to foster creativity.
Multiple sources related to play and game design thus become relevant in creating and analysing such methods.

We considered some design theories and methods that conceptualise the design process; others we see as
overarching approaches to design or specific methods relevant to design research and design practice.

The sorting provides a first understanding of why the theories have become relevant for the project experts.
Still, it does not present the only way theory becomes relevant in MeCaMInD and movement designers.

The work presented must be seen as a starting point for discussion rather than its result. In particular, we need
to work on identifying both synergies and clashes between the different perspectives taken.
5

1. Overview of the Project
and Partners
The MecaMind project’s goal
is to gather and document
knowledge about movementbased design methods,
suitable for the development of
technology as well as training
practices in health and sports
domains. These design methods
help foreground the importance
of bodily engagement in design.
The project is looking for ways
to encourage designers, and
everyone else involved in a
design process, to not just
engage intellectually but also to
themselves move while carrying
out design activities.

6

The outcomes of the project will be
a structured collection of method
cards documenting practical
methods of designing with the
body and for and of movement,
and an accompanying toolbox
which provides further insight
into why, how, and when these

methods are useful.
Movement-based design methods
are in use in multiple fields and for
very different reasons.
The Mecamind project gathers
experts from a range of fields,
who all have deep insights into

designing for and with their
bodies; but with sometimes
very different theoretical and
methodological approaches to
their work.
This report documents the diverse
theoretical underpinnings for their
work, to make clear in what ways
these support particular design
strategies and methods. It is
intended to serve as a theoretical
foundation for the ways in which
design methods will be collected,
categorised, documented, and
made shareable in the MecaMind
project
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2. Method
A key methodological choice for the production of this report was to focus on theories and
methods that have been meaningful for the participating experts in practice. While each field
encompasses its own theoretical and epistemological stance, we wanted to elicit the theoretical underpinnings that had been productive
of practical engagement, inspiring methods and
influencing design processes. For this reason we
decided to not perform any widely scoped literature review. Instead, the participating experts
contributed with their own, brief, descriptions
of theories and methodologies that had been influential in their research or practical work, and
also exemplified with a specific project or method where and how this particular theoretical
underpinning had become central.

ring knowledge between experts from different
fields, focus was placed on eliciting concepts
that are practically useful: for engaging in discussion, for analysing existing design methods and
designs, or for informing design processes and
solutions. The form used to collect relevant theoretical underpinnings is enclosed in Appendix 2.
After an initial analysis and categorisation of these responses by the Uppsala partners, we ended
up with 24 different theoretical framings, of which
some were represented in multiple answers.
These theoretical framings were then extensively discussed in a five hour, online workshop with
the members of the project. In this workshop,
the main goal was to organise the concepts and
theories according to similarities as well as their
use, add important perspectives that had been
overlooked, and create a deeper shared understanding of each other's ontological and epistemological grounding.

In line with Blumer’s ideas of sensitising concepts
[13,14] as a suitable level of abstraction for sha-
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Preliminaries

3. Preliminaries
A first, and important, observation is that not
everyone means the same thing when they talk
about theory. Movement practices and practices
of design are situated, framed by practicalities,
and shaped by experience in ways that most of
the time lie very far from any specific theoretical
grounding. Both need to pull on many resources
to create a wide enough grounding for critical
choices, and this includes theoretical knowledge.
The theories in our collection are as diverse as
taking a phenomenological stance to knowledge
production, specific models of perception, and
algorithmic approaches such as reinforcement
learning.

cepts has deliberately been kept as small as possible and does not reflect the full complexity of
the underlying theories.
Blumer [11] identified the importance of joint
language as analytical lenses in social science research. This idea has also been adopted in design
research, but with a greater emphasis on how
concepts inform design.
In this report, we make an attempt to both
ground our concepts in relevant theories, and
distinguish between concepts at different levels
of specificity. The selected concepts are classified according to the following broad categorisations:

Below, these are briefly summarised, roughly
grouped into methodologically coherent bodies
of theory in separate sections. Of course, any
such grouping can be challenged. When describing the relevant bodies of theory, the report
strives to stay close to the experts own words,
which allows us to retain a focus on their practical usefulness.
At the end of each summary section, we have
put a small table which provides a selection of
key concepts from each theory complex. The
identification of key concepts provides a joint
language, e.g. for discussing the theories, for referring to them in method descriptions, and for
motivating key aspects of methods.

• Sensitising concepts - concepts that primarily
highlight a particular perspective in analysing
a phenomenon and support communication
between experts with different backgrounds.
• Inspirational concepts - provides the same basic function, but are also inspirational of creativity and design through highlighting unusual
options.
• Analytic concepts - more precise concepts
that support the analysis of a phenomenon,
sometimes through coming with measurements or evaluation tools, sometimes through
providing categorisations that can be established empirically through observation.
• Guiding concepts – are analytical concepts
that also support design directly, through offering specific methods or guidelines for designing, or at the very least a range of selectable
options for how to approach design.

It should be noted that the selection of key con-

This categorization forms a rough scale, from
broadly applicable but rather vague concepts
towards those that have more clearly defined
uses, potentially offering more support in design
and evaluation but at the same time typically
having more narrow applicability and use.
The categorisations also differ in relation to how
applicable they are in design; some provide direct
inspiration or guidance for design exercises whereas others are better geared towards analysing
a phenomenon or evaluating the results of a design intervention.

This also means that the categories of concepts differ in relation
to when, in a design process, they become most relevant. This is
illustrated by the figure above.

This can be illustrated as a two-axis figure.

Howard N2GOT, CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons
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4. Philosophical Stances
At the highest level of abstraction we find theories that influence our perspective on knowledge
production as such; what do we consider knowledge, what are key values in life and therefore
design, and what is the role of technology in human life.

minishing or inhibiting others, what Ihde calls
Technological intentionality [66]. For example,
this concept has be illustrated by how a word
processor triggers a different way of writing than
a dip ink pen [168].

Postphenomenology is rooted in Husserls’ unIt should be noted that at this level of abstraction, derlying idea of “phenomena”, but goes beyond
neither researchers nor practitioners will always it by stating that the object and subject `cosmake explicit what their stance is. Hence, some hape one another’, to argue that they can't be
highly relevant perspectives remain unarticula- analyzed a priori nor on their own. This general
ted (such as positivism) in this overview, as they stance is shared with the neighbouring theory
are ubiquitous to the experts' work practices. Actor-Network Theory (ANT); an influential teAs such, they become less of a tool that we use chnology-oriented framework of constructivism
to better understand something specifically, or [76]. ANT presents an analytical stance towards
tools to inspire new design decisions in specific phenomena in which “things and artifacts, too,
situations. For example, the theories that were can become actors and thus deserve to be studiarticulated in our collection may have been so in ed on a par with humans.” [168:102]. Underlying
opposition to more common assumptions, e.g. in such an analysis is the premise that nothing can
physical training or in technology development.
be viewed just as an actant (something that acts,
human or not) nor an artifact, and even its dePostphenomenological philosophy has recently scription and measurement is part of the same
begun to influence a range of research in the do- network. In ANT, it is only the network of obmain of technology design. Postphenomenology jects-actants that can be an element of investihas brought about an open stance to the role of gation.
technology that can be used to analyze technology-use instances [124] and how they transform Postphenomenology has also been influential
certain behavior, give rise to some behavior, and through the conceptualisation of what must be
disencouraging others. Central to postpheno- considered a small range of possible technology
menology is the realisation that technology is relations. In the context of movement-based innot neutral, but emphasises certain aspects (such teraction, the embodied relation (in which we
as possible actions or interpretations) while di- act through technology) and the hermeneutical

Philosophical Stances
PostPhenomenology
relation (which captures the realization that technology colours our interpretation of what we
see as reality) are particularly relevant. Don Idhe
[65], and later Verbeek [168], have conceptualised these as laying on a scale from the immediate integration with the self, over intermediate
forms including the hermeneutical (technology
as tools for perception and interpretation) and
alterior (technology as an active counterpart)
relations, to relations where the technology is
integrated with the environment.The technology
relations are productive of design in that they offer a choice, direction, or even ideals to designers

related to which relation they want to design for.
However, it should be noted that Idhe emphasises that we seldom have just one relation with
technology, but that technology relations are
multistable, and shift between users as well as
for the same user over time.
While postphenomenology provides some tools
for deconstructive analysis, it favours a holistic
form of analysis with a dynamic interrelation
where technology and use shape each other
over time. Latour [77] discusses processes of

pexels-thisisengineering
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Philosophical Stances
convergence in terms of programs (action facilitating targeted behavior) and anti-programs (measures circumventing this), with a non-constant
outcome. In his well-known key-chain example
of a hotel manager limiting hotel key losses, this
takes shape as follows. The hotel manager adds a
heavy keychain to get the customer to leave the
key at the desk, whereas the guest might then
separate the hotel key removing the weight from
the key, where subsequently an anti-anti-program
would be soldering the ring of the chain tight,
removing the opportunity for removal.

Philosophical Stances

including interrelations between humans-in-action with acting things. It also leads to foregrounding a turn to “experiencing it yourself at location”, as that back and forth between action and
tech plays a role and can inform what actions the
technology could facilitate and initiate. In studies
and evaluations, it foregrounds the need to go
beyond planned dependent variables to emphasise the importance of holistic accounts of what
happened, as valuable elements to record. Finally,
since the technology-in-use aspect is difficult to
capture under experimental conditions, it emphasises the need for measuring bodily interactions e.g. proxemics in an unobtrusive way and
over a longer term.

In design, the postphenomenology focus on technology and humans co-shaping each other and
their activities calls for working iteratively, and
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Philosophical Stances
Existential Theories on
Aesthetics and Ethics
Ethical and aesthetical perspectives on movement practices influence our experts in multiple
ways. If we are to see users as more than machines and as social and physical moving human
beings, we need to consider what value stances
may enhance the design of sustainable movement-centric experiences. In this context, the
philosophy articulated by Søren Kierkegaard has
been brought in to help framing such embracing
virtues, values, logics or lenses, that influence innovation in movement practices and sport.

any given time. Kierkegaard argues that an equilibrium between aesthetics and ethics in personality building is worth striving for [15].

An ethical choice presupposes that one can
distinguish between choosing right and wrong,
and this requires a basic normativity. We as humans presuppose a normative value difference
between good and bad reasons, to be able to judge reasons for action.
As an example, whether one feels "I am doing
well as a tennis player" is not (just) determined
According to the Danish existentialist philoso- by winning and/or subjective well-being in playing
pher Søren Kierkegaard, human existence has tennis, but also by whether I practice fair play and
three main dimensions: the aesthetic, the ethical, develop my play for the better, which is determiand the religious. The aesthetic dimension deno- ned by the normative standards of the game.
tes the human aspiration to have a life with pleasurable experiences. The ethical dimension refers Value Stances in Sports Practices
to the human endeavour to do well in relation to The concepts of ethics and aesthetics become
certain normative standards of social co-existen- relevant in movement-based design as there
ce. According to Kierkegaard, the aesthetic di- exist a fairly consistent set of value stances in
mension of a human being is that which does not sports practices [34,99]. Uncovering these can
extend beyond the self but is in and of the self. It provide a basis for understanding how aesthetics
is human desires and preferences as they actually and ethics shape the interplay between the perexist.The aesthete as a personality is determined sonal and the interpersonal dimensions in sports
by the strongest preferences of the individual at and other movement-centric domains. In a study
16

Philosophical Stances

at University of Southern Denmark [34], a text
analysis from a range of sources was used to map
out commonalities in values and their interrelations (see Figure 1).
An interesting aspect of this map is that some
values seem to integrate the ethical and aesthetical; concepts of play, competition, and fun & happiness incorporate both ethical and aesthetic
dimensions due to the ways in which playing,

competing, and fun & happiness in action combine social practice with individual experiences of
pleasure and satisfaction.
Besides these ten value stances, the authors
emphasise the “the purposefulness of no purpose”. The mission of human "movement" is not
only to assist people in their effort to survive –
but also to (co-)live – in an ethical sense to do
good for each other.

Figure 1. Value stances in sports and movement-based social activities
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Game design for people with and without impairment
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5. Understanding Humans
In designing for body and movement, one
must build on solid knowledge about human
psychology and physiology. In this category,
we find theories that are brought in from
adjacent fields, most notably psychology, to
inform the design of technologies, activities,
and movement-based design methods.There
is no strong consensus among our experts
concerning which theories are most productive, but neither is that expected. The purpose

or type of artefact that one is designing for
may determine which theories are the most
productive.
These theories are thus at a different level
than the philosophical stances discussed
above, and the concepts derived from these
theories provide at the same time more specific guidance and have more narrow applicability than those chartered above.

Ecological Psychology

Understanding Humans
ciate that action possibilities are codetermined
by the (unique) bodily characteristics of an agent
and the (unique) environment in which the agent
is situated. This realization helps to see that
not only every user and every environment is
unique, but also every interaction between user
and environment. Tweaking the agent’s action system, their environment or both might lead to
unique new perspectives and interventions. Action possibilities change with the introduction of
novel elements. This plays an important role in
triggering certain levels of creativity or divergent
thinking. We see this for instance in interaction
relabelling [32], using the capabilities of one device to inspire an action in another domain e.g.

from loading a revolver to making appointments;
and also using tinkering and capabilities of toys as
inspiration (cf Schell's brainstorm tip (#4) [135]).
The concept of affordances has also long been
influential in the area of interaction design, albeit in a slightly different meaning [104]. In interaction design, the concept has been used to
describe properties of objects which show their
users which actions they can take. While this is
a creative misreading of the original concept and
produces a semiotic rather than an ecological
perspective, it is a productive one and models
integrating the two have been proposed [45].

Ecological Psychology was articulated as a metaphysical stance towards understanding perception. It is fundamentally concerned with the
relation between the perceiving agent and its
environment, a relation that takes the form of
affordances, a relation that is actively explored
through perception.

action system on the one hand, and the properties of the environment on the other hand [173].
A ball affords catching to a player whose abilities (e.g. maximal running speed and acceleration) are such that the demands imposed by the
flight-characteristics of the ball (e.g. flight time
and projection distance) can be met [113]. Ecological psychology is anti-representational, in that
“The affordances of the environment are what it it is concerned with how actors investigate and
offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, make sense of affordances through constant ineither for good or for ill.” [49:127].
teraction with the world, but rejects any discussion of how affordances may be represented in
Which action possibilities manifest in any given the minds of actors, or in language or culture.
situation depend on the relationship between the Framing motion, behavior, action and interaction
(behaviorally relevant) properties of the agent’s in terms of affordances helps designers to appre20
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Understanding Humans
Understanding Humans
Embodied and Situated
Cognition
Embodied (or sometimes Embedded) Cognition
is closely related to Ecological Psychology, and
can be seen as a generalisation of the same ontological stance towards sensemaking. The main
premise of embodied cognition is that perception, action and cognition are necessarily embodied
phenomena [23]. Perception is not without action, action is not without cognition, and cognition
not without perception. Colloquial examples of
embodied cognition include gesturing while speaking, fidgeting while thinking, and manipulating
puzzle pieces while laying a jigsaw. On a more
fundamental level, our bodies can themselves be
construed as well-designed tools (relating back
to the post phenomenological understanding of
technology) that enable certain actions and behaviors while restricting others.

Understanding Humans
ons can only be observed with an agent in their
authentic environment. For instance, it cannot be

assumed that user experiences in VR translate to
the physical word, or vice versa.

1 See e.g. https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/topics/affordances (visited 2020-08-29)

construction of mental models that represent
the world - cognition is instead seen as emerging
from and in action, and agent and environment
form a nonlinearly coupled dynamical system,
that cannot be explained by its separate parts.
Theories of embodied cognition have inspired
our experts e.g. to use methods from improvisation theatre and puppeteering for sensitizing
designers in Robotic Interaction Design.

Theories of situated and embodied cognition
provide a theoretical grounding for a couple of
common methodological principles in design,
integral to both research and practice. Iterative
design can be motivated by how the agent-environment system forms a nonlinearly coupled
dynamical system, so that changes imposed on
the system cannot be predicted, only observed.
Embodied cognition is closely related to the con- This requires the state of the system to be clocept of situated cognition [125], i.e.: not only is sely monitored, and design requires changes to
the body pivotal to cognition, so too is the (so- be made iteratively, to maximize control over
cial) environment in which the body is situated. the system’s response. Several Mecamind partIn their most radical form, both are based on an- ners also subscribe to the need to do “In the
tirepresentationalism: a rejection of the premise wild”-testing. Since cognition is embodied and
that the main involvement of cognition is in the situated, the real effect of (design) interventi22
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Understanding Humans
Sensorimotor Body
Perception
Mental Body Representations (MBR) can be understood as cognitive adaptable representations
of the body’s characteristics. The way we perceive our body, its appearance, configuration and
motor abilities shapes our movement and how
we interact with objects and with others [40].
Think about walking through a door opening,
or reaching for a glass of wine. To perform these actions efficiently, one needs to access mental information on the location, size and shape
of one’s body parts relative to external objects
[71,89,167]. Neuroscience research has shown
that these mental body representations (MBR)
are continuously being updated in response to
the sensory inputs about the body received from
the environment [12,157,159]. MBR allows us to
keep track of the configuration and position of
our different body parts in space, and of the continuously changing appearance and dimensions of
our body [57]. Emotionally, they are tightly linked
to self-esteem [20], forming a basis of self-identity [85]. The theoretical grounding for MBR largely overlaps with that of embodied cognition,
but MBR has its empirical grounding in a range
of studies experimenting with sensory alteration.

As a psychological concept, MBR can be understood as an adaptable representation of the
body’s characteristics. MBR conscious representations of body appearance, e.g., its shape,
size, configuration, are known as body image
[27,40,84] and encompass perceptual, cognitive and affective attitudes towards one’s body,
which are also at the basis of self-identity. MBR
subconscious representations of body motor capabilities, e.g., body parts position and kinematics, are known as body schema [80,89,167] on
which people rely whenever they reach for objects, walk or manipulate tools. The boundaries of
MBR can eventually extend into the space closely
surrounding the body – known as “peripersonal
space” [117,120,155] – enabling fast adaptation
when using tools [139] or when interacting with
others [155].
Experiments conducted with tools [19,89], a
“rubber-hand” [12], the face of another person
[154,156] or virtual bodies [73,110,152] have
shown that feedback conflicts between multisensory inputs, or between sensory and motor
24

Understanding Humans
inputs, induce changes in MBR. These changes in
MBR lead to perceived changes in the appearance and configuration of one’s body, as well as of
the body in relation to the bodies of other people with whom it interacts. Some studies described changes in behaviour, emotional and social
functioning (self-identity) associated with MBR
[36,153,167].

ning multisensorial embodied experiences taking
into account these bottom-up sensorimotor
processes, e.g. by altering the perceived physical
appearance and the physical capabilities of one’s
own body through sensory feedback, provides
unique opportunities for changing people’s motor and social behaviour [36,88,96,139], emotional state [73,153,167], body satisfaction [116]
and self-identity [151,154,156]. These can bear a
high-gain impact on sports and health applications, but also for the embodiment of wearable/
remote robotic devices and virtual avatars [133],
and new art forms.

Neuroscientific knowledge can be used to design paradigms/experiences in which sensory
feedback is used to provide information about
the actual body, complementing other sorts of
bodily information (e.g. proprioceptive information), for instance to enhance body awareness/
coordination, increasing motivation, reducing
anxiety related to physical performance and
enhancing the emotional state related to one’s
body. For instance, sound feedback informing
on the distance to a target posture can guide
movement and facilitate sensorimotor learning
[10] and increase self-efficacy [144]. For dance,
interactive sound feedback position and movement has been shown to increase dancers’ physical awareness of their body and the stage space
[169], and feedback on movement qualities has
been shown to trigger reflection on movement
learning and to change behavior by inducing movement exploration [38]. But it can also be used
as a source of sensory alteration of body perception. It is only recently that this possibility has
been considered in the context of HCI. Desig-

The neuroscientific studies also provide a number of measures that allow us to assess body
perception and its effects on motor, social and
emotional functioning. These include a) self-report [85], b) behavioural measures ranging from
explicit to more implicit measures, such as estimation of length of body parts [82], visualization of one’s body [153], estimation of object size
[167], proprioceptive drift [80], changes in movement patterns [71,153], changes in interpersonal distance [155], changes in implicit cognition of
self- and self-other attributes [52,152] etc; and c)
physiological measures, such as changes in emotional response/state [110,153,156] or changes
in activation of brain areas related to self-body
processing [4].
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Understanding Humans
Proxemics

Understanding Humans
hods [112] and embodied sketching [93]. In general, the design of proxemic interactions involve
designers and users physically exploring and te-

The field of proxemics studies the culturally dependent ways in which people use the space (distance, orientations in it) to mediate their interactions. This usage of the space is influenced by
and influences actions and interactions, activities
and practices, but also the spaces are designed
(e.g. interior design, urban design…) and how
space design facilitates particular kinds of actions
and activities. The field was introduced by cultural anthropologist Hall in the 60s [53–55], and
has been introduced to HCI by Marquardt and
Greenberg [90], compiling knowledge by Hall
and others and clarifying the implications of such
knowledge to the design and study of interactive
systems (in particular, ubicomp technologies).

sting particular actions, movements, trajectories,
gestures etcetera, in the space.

ment (e.g. room size, spatial layout, lighting conditions….), culture (some cultures have smaller
personal spaces), gender and age (e.g. increases
with age), relationship, and personality.
Proxemics is also concerned with the bodily orientations of groups of people in a social setting.
People orient themselves to be able to interact
well with one another in facing formations, and
to share a transactional space [25,72] that hosts
the elements relevant to the joint action, such as
objects. F-formations [25,72] describe the spaces formed by how people orient themselves
towards each other. For instance, people talking
and interacting with a shared object tend to favor side-by-side (I-formation) or face-to-face
(H-formation) arrangements [72], so that their
transactional segments overlap and include that
object. The orientation of a group of people can
furthermore be directed towards one another
or away from one another, often determined by
elements in a space such as furniture, and this
influences how these facilitate joint action and
communication [106].

Proxemics discusses how individuals relate to
the space around themselves as dividied into different zones, that vary in shape and size: The intimate (0-50cm); personal (0.5-1.2m); social (1.23.5m); and public (<3.5m) zones. The personal
space is that which an individual feel is theirs in a
social situation. Actions that happen in that space
influence how people act towards others. It is
often described as a bubble – it has been described having a circular/spherical shape, but also an
hourglass shape, or an elliptical shape (summary in Marquardt and Greenberg). Many scholars
show how it changes contingent on the environ-

Proxemics is a key consideration in the design
of ubicomp systems [90] and has been used to
design human-robot interaction [58]. Proxemics
has also been used to inspire bodystorming met28
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Self Determination Theory
and Basic Psychological Needs
Being motivated means being moved to do something [126]. Motivations can be divided into
intrinsic and extrinsic [126,127]: Extrinsic motivation originates from outside an organism
e.g., in the form of game score or salary bonus.
Theories of intrinsic motivation try to explain
autotelic behavior such as play, which can be highly motivating even in the absence of extrinsic
rewards or punishments. Intrinsic motivation is
crucial for exercise adherence [105,128].

enjoyment can be defined as a positive affective response described with vocabulary such as
pleasurable, gratifying, invigorating, or exhilarating [101,134]. Considering the above, one can at
least roughly equate “motivating and enjoyable”
with a high degree of intrinsic motivation, operationalized as need satisfaction. Within the SDT
framework, researchers have developed a range
of survey schemas that can be used to acquire
experiences of need satisfaction in various domains including physical training.

Intrinsic motivation is elicited by basic psychological needs but can also include internalised
external motivations. The basic needs have been
classified as the need to feel competence, the
need to feel social connectedness, and the sense
of autonomy [126], which makes us like activities
we are good at, or the craving for novel stimuli, and which manifests as curiosity towards the
new or surprising [140,142,143].

In designing for enjoyable embodied experiences
and joy of movement, understanding of basic psychological needs provides practical ways to analyze a design (e.g., “Does this experience support
the user’s needs for competence and does it invoke their curiosity?”) and quantify the impacts
of design changes on the experience using validated questionnaires. One example was the evaluation of a multiplayer trampoline game, which
showed that the game supported needs for competence, autonomy, and social relatedness [79].

Intrinsic motivation measures based on need
satisfaction correlate with enjoyment in games
and exercise [21,98,129,134]. Physical activity
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6. Motor Learning and
Physical Training
Several of the participating experts are active in domains where learning motor skills
is either an important factor, or the ultimate
goal. This includes work on exertion games,
the development of physical controls for VR
games [79] as well as work on technology

support for training [161,162] and smart
sports exercises [30,114,132]. General theories of learning and more specific knowledge about motor skills, as well as a theory-level conceptualisation of motor learning
practices, influence this work.

Constraint-led Approach to
Learning
The constraint-led approach [103] is a conceptual framework often used in Physical Education to
promote motor learning.The basic premise of the
Constraint-Led Approach is that motor behavior
and skill acquisition arises from the complex and
dynamic interplay between constraints related to
the agent, the environment, and the task. Muscle
architecture, genetic make-up, heart rate, and state of mind, are all examples of agent constraints.
Ambient light, and the structuring of the environment and the elements in it, are examples of the
environment constraints, while task-goals, rules,
customs, and norms, are task-related factors.The
interplay between these constraints shapes the
emergent (motor) behavior.The various constraints (agent-environment-task) can be considered
“dials” that can be adjusted in order to influence
behavior (and cognition). Introducing additional

Motor Learning and
Physical Training
As with many other theoretical frameworks
employed by our experts, the perspective
strongly suggests an iterative approach to design.
Embodied design methods such as the hands-only scenario method [16] fit well with the constraint-led approach to learning.

generative technique’ which included repetitively
acting out movements that needed to be trained,
also actively integrating the use of objects from
the direct surroundings.

See https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/
article/design-thinking-getting-started-with-empathy
(accessed 2021-09-01)

In van Delden [166] this was the basis for something he called ‘acting out movements as a

constraints or altering existing constraints might
lead to the emergence of unique behaviors.
The constraint-led approach to learning relates
in several ways to embodied design methods.
• A designers’ action system can be altered to match the users’ action system. This
helps the designer in empathizing with their
users. For example, a designer could choose
to wear weighted clothing to facilitate empathizing with people who have a different
strength or stamina.
• The constraint-led approach views agent,
environment and task as a nonlinearly coupled dynamical system that shapes emergent
behavior. As such, changes induced to the
system state should be iteratively and continuously monitored to maximize control.
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Motor Learning and
Physical Training

Motor Learning and Skill
Acquisition
Several experts also rely on more specific know- •
ledge about motor learning and skill acquisition,
as this is one of the major areas where movement-based technology can have a meaningful
impact. Here, we collect some major insights •
within this area.
•

•

The 85% rule of optimal learning: in designing difficulty progressions, tutorials etc., it is good to
know that maintaining an 85% success rate leads
to optimal learning and skill acquisition [174].

•

A basic understanding of motor skills and embodied experiences include an understanding of e.g.
Fitt’s law [87], limits of attention and multitasking,
stimulus-response compatibility (foundational to
designing intuitive controls), motor control as
nested feedback loops and the tradeoff between
conscious slow control and automated/non-conscious fast control, and how real-time/low-latency feedback can be both beneficial and detrimental to skill acquisition [67,137,141].

Empirical findings on augmented feedback (e.g.
[141]) is used to inform feedback design (see e.g.
[30]). This includes principles on timing, modality,
frequency and content of feedback.

•

Literature on distribution of practice, scheduling
of practice, variability of practice and skill partitioning (e.g. [33,136]).

•

Another relevant design sensitivity is transfer and
retention of learning. Both concepts are of crucial
importance to ensure effectiveness in learning.

Empirical findings on designing optimal skill/challenge progressions [81], factors affecting difficulty of decision making such as complexity & time
pressure and how they can be manipulated [3,56].

Gentile’s taxonomy [46,47] can be used to assess
the skill level of users, and subsequently to design
optimally challenging experiences.

These are just examples. These theories and empirically verified principes provide quite concrete
and specific lenses and heuristics for guiding design choices, analyzing and critiquing designs, and
some may even be encoded in implemented systems.
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7. Games and Play
Movement-based Design Methods often capitalize on the cultural conditions of play, to
foster creativity and social connectedness [2].
Multiple knowledge sources related to play
behaviour and game design thus become
relevant in creating and analysing such methods.
Researchers have not come to an agreement
for defining play, though it is often described
as unproductive, free and voluntary, uncertain, separate, make-believe and governed
by rules. Play tends to be intrinsically moti-

vated and present participants with agency
to explore and create new forms of agency.
Play relates our bodies to things around us,
abstract ideas, feelings or whatever we chose
to play with. It appropriates the environment
where it takes place, leading to reimagining,
creation, and destruction [28]. Games are a
legitimate social interaction that can be conductive of trust formation [31]. Several bodies of theory and design knowledge related
to on game design and play behaviour are
brought up by our experts.

Games and Play
simulate both risk and interdependence. Gameplay interactions engender genuine social bonds.
The results clearly indicate that a game has the
power to facilitate interpersonal trust between
players [31] and fostering intimate connections
[130]. Games centred on social play thus present a good framework for icebreaking activities.
Groups accept games as a viable team building
exercise, even in a business context. Playing an
icebreaking game has positive effects on group
communication in terms of talking activity, and
group member participation [31], as well as potential benefits of in subsequent face-to face collaborations [102].
Hence, social play offers both a rich domain for
movement-based design, and a common element

in movement-based design methods. For example, social play is prominent in sport practices,
even if mostly in team-based competitive forms.
An exception to this is Parkour, a training practice with less emphasis on correct performance
and more emphasis on creative exploration than
more traditional sports. Designing for Parkour
requires close engagement with the community
to adhere to inherent values such as creativity,
inclusivity, and non-competitiveness [171]. The
capabilities of social play to foster trust and foster intimate connections have for example been
capitalised upon in MESMER [1], an Ouija-board
inspired tangible conversation tool for playful design.

Social Play

and hardware peripherals, for example arcade
games such as Dance Dance Revolution, or PS
Move, Nintendo Switch, Wii fit, Wii-motes, KineSocial play is a phenomenon rather than a theory, ct, etc. Existing research has analyzed the effects
defined as the active engagement with a game of playing the same games with or without difby more than one person. Social games and so- ferent sorts of embodied interfaces [18,39,121],
cial play also have a direct connection to bodily concluding that embodied versions enhance soplay. The intersection between digital interactive cial interaction, enjoyment, affection, and provide
technology for entertainment and the human an overall better experience.
body has fascinated both game researchers and Social play has been explored for its potential of
the game development industry.There have been building mutual trust. Trust is most defined as a
countless frameworks proposed by the HCI “willingness to be vulnerable based on positive
community to design around body interaction expectations about the actions of others” [31].
and movement. At the same time the entertain- Results show that games are an optimal enment industry has produced countless games vironment for trust formation because they can
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Games and Play

Play Moods
Skovbjerg [70] suggests to define play as a relation between the triad play media, play practices,
and play moods. Where play media form the
locus of play, the play practices are the ways of
doing with the play media(s), and the play moods
is the way of being in these play practices – the
player motivation and goal for playing. In this understanding play becomes a practice of mood,
where different ways of doing with play media
modulate different ways of being in play.

silliness is a way to get people into being open
towards new ideas and ready to play. Shifting
between play moods is a characteristic of play,
and a way to sustain a playful practice. Shifting
between different play moods within a bodily design practice stimulates different design ideas and
perspectives.
When facilitating a movement-based design
workshop, aspects of Ludic and Paideia [17]
can be valuable. A Paideia approach is a very
open-ended process [7] where the autonomy of
the participants and the playful and spontaneous
parts of the process is in focus. The approach of
Ludic on the other hand, is a rule-based controlled activity, which will give a better control of
the design process and outcome. More rules like
e.g., social regulation by turn-taking or spatial social organization of the participants represents
a more rule-based ludic approach to the generative aspects of the movement-based design. A
reflection of the balance between regulating or
controlling (Ludic) or letting the participants be
free and be spontaneous (Paideia) is an important reflection that the designer must consider
before using movement-based design methods
or creating a movement-based design process.

Play moods describe the special state of being,
and are a precondition for play as well as a goal
for playing. Skovbjerg adopts Heidegger’s conceptualisation of moods to understand play moods.
Heidegger argues that we are always in a mood,
as an constitutive aspect of our being in the world. An individual may move from one mood to
another, but never to be outside a mood. Skovbjerg lists as possible moods those of devotion,
intensity, tension, and euphoria.
The understanding of play moods can be a way
to address the challenges of how to get designers into a bodily creative “bodily”-state [body-setting] and sustain them in this mood when
being in a generative phase of a design process.
The mood of euphoria and its characterizing of

PlayAlive
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Game Design Knowledge
Game Design knowledge consists of concepts
and gudelines that are largely process-oriented.
The typical goal is to make the process of playing
as interesting as possible for the participants.
Game design knowledge approaches play as “free
movement within a more rigid structure” [131].
Game design elements constitute that rigid
structure, which support and invite that relatively free movement around that structure.
•
Game design knowledge is practical and mostly
both concrete and specific. Play design scholars
however prioritise designing for open-ended
play, where the activity of playing is creative of
itself, changing and fluctuating over time. Our
experts have been more influenced by this latter
trend, than by traditional game design knowledge
In this section, we restrict the discussion to game
design knowledge and concepts that our experts
have found relevant to movement-based design.
•

•

Core mechanics, also known as core gameplay or game mechanics or interaction
mechanism, refers to essential game actions that are repeated over and over in the
game [131]. This can be simple actions, e.g.
throwing dice to advance in the game snakes and ladders; or more complex “suites of
action.” As all games are restricted in what
40

they allow players to do, the core mechanics
present the major action possibilities of the
game, which resonates with the concept of
affordances [49,104]. Marquez Segura [91]
has proposed embodied core mechanics
as the focus of design and drivers of design
processes in the application domain of collocated physical and social play, and developed
design methods based on this concept [93].
The concept of self-effacing play was introduced by Bill Gaver as part of his “ludic design”
program [41,42], referring to the openness,
ambiguity and at times strangeness of certain
designs which encourage exploration, engagement and appropriation. These designs are
described as “open-ended and personal” and
said to ”encourage us to play – seriously –
with experiences, ideas and other people.”
The concept underlies a range of design approaches in the HCI field [44,163].
The concepts of the well played game and
coliberation were both developed by Bernie
DeKoven, a proponent and designer in the
tradition of the New Games movement. The
well-played game is used to refer to a game
that “becomes excellent because of the way
it’s being played” [29]. This concept foregrounds that players may appropriate a game,
and adapt it so that they can have the most
out of it as a group/team. It involves players

Games and Play
knowing their possibilities and what works
for themselves and for one another, trusting
each other, and jointly working towards that
goal. Coliberation [28] refers to the feeling of
working together towards the common goal

of feeling great playing together, feeling free,
released, and at your best, while still potentially competing. Both concepts have been
used in movement-based learning [94].
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Larp Design Knowledge
In contrast with Game Design knowledge, Larp
Design knowledge [74] tends to be people-oriented, centering on making groups of players engage in creative improvisation together . In larp,
players take on characters separate from themselves and enact them, typically in an embodied
way, in a fictive setting. Larp values co-created
narratives and emotional experiences over e.g.
challenge and competitiveness. It prioritizes ease
of access over e.g. preciseness in instruction.
Larp are seen as co-constructed by designers
and players, but it is also very common for designers to maintain a role in their execution as
game masters or organisers [68,69]. A significant
portion of larp design knowledge relates to the
design and construction of props and costumes.
An important consideration in larp design is the
selection of meta techniques - a few rules that

guide and regulate the improvisational activity or
represent aspects that are difficult to enact. Larp
can offer very strong experiences and also bleed-over experiences between fiction and reality
[176], which is why some of the meta techniques
are focussed on regulating player safety. The design of characters is also an important consideration, although some of the character development by necessity always will be up to the player.
Brainstorming is sometimes done as larp or
using larp-like formats [2]. A number of scholars
have begun to tap into larp design knowledge
to create design activities: as methods for sensitizing designers [172], to develop methods for
exploring innovative uses of technology [92], and
to explore future societies [35,115].
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8. Design Research and
Method
Many of the methods chartered in MeCaMInD are used in design processes. Hence,
design theory and design methods are considered relevant theoretical knowledge by our
experts. Some of this body of knowledge con-

ceptualises the design process in itself, other
is concerned with overarching approaches to
design, or specific methods relevant for design research and design practice.

Research through Design
Research through Design (RtD) has been articulated as an overarching approach towards researching design by doing design. While sharing
some of its methodology with design science, the
two approaches do not share epistemological
assumptions and knowledge contribution goals.
Within our group of experts, some but not all
subscribe to RtD.

Design Research and
Method
meworks, and design patterns), RtD favours articulating knowledge in more vague and open
forms, e.g. as sensitising concepts [13,26,63,100]
or methods [5,148].

production of intermediate-level knowledge
[86] together with the design exemplars [111].
Redström [119] has proposed that more advanced knowledge contributions resulting from
RtD are not its theories or concepts, but instead
the creation of consistent design programs, encompassing all of design concepts and theories,
aesthetic commitments, methods and exemplars.

For design to be academically contestable, RtD
researchers will still put emphasis on rigor in
the design and evaluation process [63], and the

design. Material aspects are often foregrounded
[164,165] and practical expertise and artistic
practices are considered valid to inform research
[9]. Interviewing practitioners about their expertise can be a valid method of inquiry.
RtD is rather radical in its hesitance towards
drawing a clear line between design and science. In a strong warning against scientising design,
Gaver [43] argues that design knowledge never
is generic, and unlikely to be falsifiable as it builds
on the fact that something was constructed.
Design knowledge, they argue, does not strive
to converge towards universal truths but instead
tends to diverge, as new knowledge is added through the way design strives to constantly look
for new opportunities and expansions to what is
considered 'possible'.
This affects how knowledge is formulated. Where Design Science [59] prioritises definite and
clearly delimited formulations of knowledge
(e.g. in the form of clear design guidelines, fra-

The difference between design and science is often perceived as a gap between theory and practice. Design science is positioned as an intermediate bridging this gap, through ‘theorising’ design
by producing generic or semi-generic knowledge
applicable in design. In contrast, the principles of
Research through Design have been articulated
as a way of looking at design as a legitimate form
of knowing in itself, and consequently also a legitimate form of research. Informed by Schön’s
study of design practitioners [138], RtD puts
emphasis on the design process itself and the cyclic process of engaging in and reflecting upon
44
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Activity (-Centric) Design
Activity Design is an analytical lens towards conceptualising such designerly practices that, fully
or partially, aim to design what people do. There
exist numerous examples of activities that we
enter into, sometimes just once and sometimes
more regularly, that have been (or are continuously in the process of being) deliberately designed.
• Paying your ticket in the front of the bus.
• The ride of an amusement park.
• A panel debate. A traffic light.
• An online game.
• A physical training class.
• A theatre performance.
• A larp (live roleplaying game).

Cognition in its focus on how different objects
support understanding and action [60]. Within
HCI, it stands in contrast to a more traditional
technology-centric design stance. While both ultimately target the experience of users’ engagement, traditional HCI center on the design of the
technology/object/artefact itself.
Game Design is very influential in this approach.
In general, games are a great example of activity-centered design. As [131] put it: “[…] Game
designers don’t just create content for players,
they create activities for players, patterns of actions enacted by players in the course of game
play.” Just as Game design, activity design is second order design [170], and emphasises the rich
plethora of materials available for its design [95].
An example of an activity-centric approach to
embodied design is Márquez Segura’s work on
embodied core mechanics [91], which suggests
a work process for designing embodied activity
through focusing on key actions at the core of
that activity, the embodied core mechanics, and
identifying and developing material and immaterial elements that support those actions. The
latter includes technology, but also non-digital
artefacts as well as spatial and social elements
shaping action, such as the physical layout of the
room, or rules of interaction. These are considered resources for design.

Activity design can be seen as a generalisation
of service design [61], but without the latter’s
emphasis on servicing a customer. It builds upon
practice theory [118], theories of social schemata [50], and practice-based design [147], but
rather than arguing that design should adapt to
practices, it emphasises how activity design can
be done to circumvent established patterns and
norms, and to establish entirely new activities or
change existing practices. It is also influenced by
theories of Situated Action, in its emphasis on inthe-moment action and how it is shaped by contingencies of the situation [146], and Distributed
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Soma Design
Soma Design [62,75] as been articulated as a design programme [119] and belongs to the Research through Design tradition. It is an approach to the design of computational artefacts that
considers and foregrounds the felt, first-person
perspective on the body to be central during
the design, deployment and evaluation of interactive body experiences. It seeks to enhance the
somatic awareness and sensory appreciation of
both designers (during the design process) and
end-users. It foregrounds designing as the orchestration of an array of bodily, material, social
and computational resources.

Soma design provides a context for a multitude of designing with and for the body. It foregrounds sensitizing methods as ways to help bring
designers to the right mindset and bodyset. Methodological examples are Feldenkrais sessions,
in which a facilitator verbally guides designers
to attune their attention inwards, to their body;
or slow walks, to encourage designers to reflect
on their experience. Participants often fill up a
body map before and after each of these activities, to help their reflection [160]. Soma design
also foregrounds a rich and nuanced engagement
with design materials, and a deep sensory exploration of them. Examples are sensory lab workshops, in which designers in pairs explore objects
with different material properties - one sense at
a time (e.g. visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory,
touch) [160,175].

Four interactive qualities are key [62]:
• Subtle guidance: The interactions that guide
and direct a person’s focus and attention, for
example towards specific bodily or sensory
sensations, need to be very subtle.
• Temporal, interactive and spatial places for
reflection; slowing down the pace of life and
actively disrupting everyday habitual routines
and making space for feeling safe, enclosed,
taken care of.
• Intimate correspondence – providing feedback that follows the rhythm of the body.
• Providing means to articulate the experienced bodily sensations.
48
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Computational Modeling and
Machine Learning
The current wave of computational modeling and
design research, empowered by recent advances
in AI and machine learning, utilizes and extends
the theoretical frameworks of computational
rationality and Intrinsically Motivated Reinforcement Learning (IMRL) [24,48].

allow designers to rapidly evaluate design ideas
without users, and even allow optimization methods to automatically improve and/or discover
designs [22,37,107,108,122].

RL is a classic AI paradigm for optimizing action utility, i.e., the expected cumulative future
The basic assumption is that user movement and rewards [149]. An RL agent implements a policy
behavior can be modeled as (approximate) utility (e.g., a neural network) that maps observed state
optimization, limited by the computational ca- to an action. As illustrated in the figure above,
pabilities of the human brain. Hence, human-like executing the action causes the agent to obserbehavior can emerge from machine learning and ve a new state and receive a scalar reward. RL
AI techniques such as Reinforcement Learning algorithms optimize the policy parameters—e.g.,
(RL) where an AI agent discovers and uses be- neural network weights—so that the policy outhaviors that maximize some utility metric.
puts high-utility actions. RL utilizing modern deep
neural networks can solve highly complex tasks
A fundamental problem in designing interacti- like game playing based on visual observations
ve software and systems is that predicting user and full-body biomechanical movement control
experience and behavior is difficult. The problem [78,122].
is particularly severe for embodied interaction Unlike classic user modeling tools, computatiosuch as Virtual Reality (VR) games, as such expe- nal rationality does not need a detailed breakriences are not supported by low-cost online down of the interaction task [108]. Instead, all
user testing services such as UserTesting.com. that is needed is defining the utility optimization
The promise of computational modeling and de- problem. This comprises the policy network arsign is that sufficiently realistic user models can chitecture, action and state representation, and a
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reward function. Simulated behavior then emerges from the optimized policy. IMRL extends RL
by considering both extrinsic rewards (e.g., game
score) and intrinsic rewards that originate from
inside the agent [24,123]. For example, reaching
movements can be modeled using an extrinsic
reward for target acquisition, and an embodied
intrinsic reward for minimizing movement ef-

fort or discomfort [22]. The same can be applied
to psychological phenomena, e.g., implementing
curiosity through rewarding the agent for rare
or unpredictable observations [8,109]. This can
be also interpreted as using the satisfaction of
basic psychological needs as a reward signal, in
this case the need for novelty-variety [6].

Figure: Reinforcement learning (RL) and intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning (IMRL). RL agents learn optimal actions that
maximize utility, i.e., expected cumulative future rewards. IMRL extends this by modifying or augmenting the extrinsic reward (e.g.,
game score) with components modeling, e.g., motivation and emotion.
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Point of View and Tense
The term point-of-view describes the use of perspective, the body is seen as a social phenothree distinct perspectives on the body: 1st-, menon interacting with other bodies displaying
2nd- and 3rd person [145,150,158].
an innate bodily empathy [150,158]. The 2nd
person perspective is observed when users perThe 1st person perspective is the person-as-me: form or observe an action with the intention of
Described as the body that is me, living my life sharing knowledge with each other or to be inthrough my perspective [158].This perspective is spired. Sharing knowledge can be done by either
drawn from the term The Lived body, coined by mirroring others, mimicking or by sharing an arthe French phenomenological philosopher Mer- tifact, a movement or an idea. The primary focus
leau-Ponty (2014). Simply put, the body I experi- is the intention directed towards others rather
ence as being me [150].
than oneself.
The 1st person perspective is observed when
the users focus on themselves and their own The 3rd person perspective is the body seen
work. In the 1st person perspective users explo- as an object. Utilising 3rd person perspective
re their own space without being disturbed by is creating a distance to the field, in which you
others and/or without (knowingly) sharing their are to gain insights [158]. The 3rd person perknowledge with other users in the design pro- spective is possible with the own body as well.
cess. In utilising the 1st person perspective, the as those of others, as with the body I see in the
users independently develop movements or mirror [150]. This perspective is also seen when
ideas by themselves.
the user is looking at other users and analysing
the movement for improvement. The 3rd person
The 2nd person perspective is an interpersonal, perspective is described as being an analytical
empathic, body relation. Svanæs and Barkhuus approach as opposed to the empathic approach
[150] describes this as when you feel another seen in the 2nd person perspective and allows
person’s movements as your own, utilising your for tweaking and tinkering as well as verbal refeempathic sense. “In creating an awareness of rence and discussion.
another bodily self, you also create the same
awareness in my body” [97]. In the 2nd person Tense allows us to refer to body and movement
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in the present, past or future [150]. Body-centred design methods differ in both point-of-view
(1st, 2nd and 3rd person) and in tenses, in that a
particular method can be intended to create insights from what has happened in the past, what
is happening now, or what might happen in the
future [150].
Working in Past tense activates the users’ memory by looking reflective on past experiences
to gain insights. In e.g., doing an interview the
interviewer is taking the interviewee back to
previous encounters with movement and sport
experiences.
Present tense is used to create insights by increasing awareness of the feel of here and now.
Working in Future tense is focusing on potential
and possible outcomes, e.g., by enacting a future
scenario using by Svanæs & Barkhuus Somatic
facilitated phenomenological inquiry through
movement. The future tense can be exemplified
by enactment taking place in the present, the
work is then projected into possible imagined
future scenarios.
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9. Relevant Mappings of
Concepts
As stated already in the introduction, design
is a highly eclectic activity that needs to pull
resources from a variety of fields and theoretical frameworks to support a myriad of
design decisions. In this process, the theories
themselves tend to shrink from view, being invoked through such concepts that have been
identified above in ways that are not always
entirely faithful to the underlying theory.
A well-known example of this is the way in
which Interaction Design has appropriated
the concept of affordances from Ecological
Psychology, without taking into account how
the underlying theory is radically anti-representational. What is being retained are concepts – or appropriations of concepts - that
are inherently useful in a design (research)
process: they enhance communication, inspire
design, and or come with methods, guidelines
or tools that scaffold and guide the process.

Relevant Mappings of
Concepts

its results.
We now leave the theories behind, to instead
uncover ways to uncover meaningful relations between the concepts.

Classifying Movement-Based
Design Methods

The overview already suggests one such
sorting, related to how widely applicable or
precise the concepts are. The sorting of concepts as ‘sensitising/ inspirational/ analytical/
guiding’ was included in the tables at the end
of each subsection. This sorting provides a
first understanding of why the theories have
become relevant for the project experts, but
it does not present the only way that theory
becomes relevant in MeCaMInD. Below, we
propose additional sortings of concepts, that
provide additional support for their usage.
The first subsection presents a typology.

The research group at Syddansk University has
already developed a typology of movement-based design methods [2]. The typology is already
a way to categorize different design methods
and provides a structured overview for designers, facilitators and students wishing to use
movement-based/embodied design methods in
their work. This model will support later work
on organising the methods collected and chartered in the project.

Its relevance to this theory overview is related
to how it foregrounds specific aspects of movement-based design methods.
Firstly, the typology provides a structured overview of the type of insight the individual methods can give, categorized as either divergent,
explorative, or convergent. This relates closely
to the categorization above, where concepts
were categorized according to their preciseness and scope. The typology further builds on
the three stages in design activities suggested
by Gray, Brown & Macanufo [51] and help guide
their appropriate use in a design/development
process, independent of the overarching specific design goal. From a movement perspective,
the typology contributes with differentiation
between methods based on how movement is
stimulated, formed, or catalysed. The typology
uses a very wide concept of medium, including
moods, tools, indicating the vast array of materials that come into play in design methods (see
also activity design).

Although differences exist between different
embodied/ movement approaches, they share
the commonality of conceptualizing physical
movement as a material in the design process
[64,83].
Loke and Robertson [83] define the conceptualizing of movement in design as:
“In conceptualizing movement as a design material, the moving body is viewed as a creative material that requires physical exploration
and can generate unexpected responses and
insights [p. 7:3].

In the overview above, we have ended each
summary with the extraction of relevant concepts, suggested some associations between
concepts from different theories, and begun
to identify their potential role in designing a
movement-based method or understanding
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The typology consists of two dimensions to categorise Movement-based Design Methods´s; 1) The seven sub-mediums, each with
its own 1/7 slice of the model; Sensing, Playful approach, Experimental approach, Context, Social Interaction, Enactment & Props,
Artifacts and Technology, that stimulates, form og catalyses movement and 2) The type of design stage for what the movement will
help gain insights into, each divided by colortones (Divergent, Explorative, and Convergent).
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Concepts Sorted Related to
Their Relevance During a
Design Process
The graph in the next page was generated in
the concept sorting workshop, by the group of
experts working together to uncover meaningful
relations between key concepts from the various
underpinning theories. The graph was generated
as an experiment and is not complete, nor necessarily covers the same concepts as are identified in this report.
This graph explores sorting concepts according
to their relevance during the different stages of
a design project. This approach mirrors one of
the more important categorisations of methods
suggested in the movement method taxonomy
discussed above [2], but uses a more classical
model appropriated from iterative design.The reason for the difference might be that the iterative
design model is both well known to the experts,
and one that several use to describe their own
research approach. The graph was drawn as a
Venn diagram, since some concepts are relevant
in multiple, or all phases of design.
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Relevant Mappings of
Concepts

Concepts Sorted Related to
Their Relevance for MeCaMInD
Application Domains
The graph in Figure Y was generated in the same
workshop, and relates to how the MeCaMInD
project has identified four application domains,
in which movement-based design methods are
particularly useful. These concern; 1) health and
rehabilitation, 2) teaching and learning in general,
3) movement learning in particular, and 4) hedonic play. An attempt at sorting the concepts
according to the domain was made, identifying
some concepts that were tightly associated to
only one of the domains. This overview prima-

rily uncovered a lack of supporting theories and
concepts for general learning, most likely a result
of very few of the partners working in this area.
Even more surprising was the lack of concepts
relevant for movement learning and training; this
may however been an oversight since many such
concepts are discussed in the sections above and
that there is an obvious overlap between the
domains of health and rehabilitation, and motor
learning practices.
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10. Discussion
This internal Mecamind report has multiple uses
within the project. Firstly, the report provides
a go-to guide for project members, to get easy
access to the various theoretical perspectives
that underpin the work of project members, and
thereby also the project. The summary section
above is intended for this purpose.

underlying our methods collection. Although this
potentially leads to losing important nuances for
the specialists in the field, it makes it more fitting
for non-academic purposes, e.g. for reaching out
to commercial partners working in the field.

The work presented here must however be seen
more as a starting point for discussion, than its
It can also be used as a theoretical resource end result. In particular, we need to do further
when writing future papers. To this purpose, work on identifying both synergies and clashes
Appendix 2 contains the full contributions from between the different perspectives taken – while
partners, including their complete descriptions there are large synergies between the perspectiof usages, and reference lists. We see this report ves, not all theories are compatible. Secondly, this
e.g. working as an introductory guide for (bsc/ report has only completed one sorting of the
msc/phd thesis) students working on related concepts and more work is needed on finding
topics to familiarize themselves in an efficient alternative ways of sorting and classifying both
manner to the existing theoretic backgrounds/ concepts and methods, to see how they impact
views in the field. This is why the chapters can each other. This work will continue as part of laalso be read on their own, facilitating educators ter work packages.
to select their set of chapters relevant for their
course or topic.
Most methods collected in the project will have
some theoretical grounding, or at least rely on
concepts such as those elicited in this document. This means that the concepts, or the theories themselves, can be used to organise and
classify the collected methods, and potentially to
explain why/how they work. This will support
the educational activities in the project. In line
with this purpose, the report provides a condensed version of the variety of perspectives
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